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Lesbian Adventures (volume 11)
Discover thrilling erotic story of lesbian sexual
adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at first sight,
insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters
filled with suspense and burning with desire.
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Alison's Erotic Adventures
First published in 1986 to wide critical acclaim, The
Sexual Perspective broke new ground by bringing
together and discussing the painting, sculpture and
photography of artists who were
gay/lesbian/queer/bisexual. The lavishly illustrated
new edition discusses the greater lesbian visibility
within the visual arts and artist's responses to the
AIDS epidemic. Emmanuel Cooper places the art in its
artistic, social and legal contexts, making it a vital
contribution to current debates about art, gender,
identity and sexuality.

Cult Movie Stars
Good-bye Yamaguchi is a fast-moving story about an
ambitious attempt by Japanese gangsters (yakuza) to
seize control of all vice operations in cosmopolitan
Miami, Florida, the gateway fro predators from Central
and South America. Two ex-Secret Service agents,
fired for their failure to prevent the assassination of a
Black presidential candidate, reunite three years later
to work as private investigators under a lucrative
short-term contract for their boss. All government
agencies are alarmed at the high murder rate and
growing violence in Miami because of the drug trade
and the security lapses on America’s southern border.
A gang ninjas have been sent by a rouge Japanese
crime syndicate to seize an old Nicaraguan coastal
freighter from its murdered crew. Moored in the Miami
River in downtown Miami, the cargo ship serves as
the home of the ninja gang who avoid suspicion by
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posing as martial arts instructors. Using nightly
assassinations and planted rumors to put rival Latino
gangs against each other, the ninjas gradually begin
to gain control of all Miami Vice. An elderly Japanesespeaking Filipino watchman, who had earlier survived
Japanese army atrocities in the Philippines in World
War II, goes aboard the ship to work as a night
watchman. He rescues a drugged Black prostitute
held as a sex slave and gang-raped by the ninjas.
Both he and the resurrected prostitute are recruited
to join the two Secret Service investigators. A Sicilian
Mafia family, having failed to expand its drug
activities into Spain, enters Miami to oppose the
ninjas and a Mexican-Colombian cartel with further
treacherous deception and murder. As the violence
spins out of control, the federal agencies and the
authorities in Miami send one agent to Mexico to
search for answers from the violet Mexican drug
cartels. The other agent goes to Japan to question the
Yamaguchi-gumi crime syndicate and its yakuza
rivals. During the absence of the two agents, a sexcrazed Mafia drug lord kidnaps their wife and
girlfriend. The agents return to confront the kidnapper
in a bloody conclusion that uncovers the mystery of
the ship, its cargo, and the identity of the ninja
bosses.

A Political Companion to Philip Roth
Discover 4 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual
adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at first sight,
insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters
filled with suspense and burning with desire.
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Prospect
Are you damn excited and can't find anything that
really inspires you? Are you looking for real and
unmentionable explicit sex stories? Then keep
reading here Welcome, i'm Jenika and many people
tell me that i'm an insatiable b**ch. That's true. The
truth is that during the day i'm a pretty mum but in
agreement with my husband I've a second life
decidedly Animated. Together or alone, twice a month
we play dirty sexy games with other couples and
singles Would you like to know me better? What if I'm
your neighbor ?! In this book you will read about: Unreleased true stories- Crazy stories of group sexStories of Exhibitionists- True stories of lesbian playsStrong wild passion- In-confessional secrets- Stories of
dirty, sexy friend's games- and lots of others things
that we can't tell you here In this book, I wanted to
lay myself bareon paper by covering all those stories
that kept me awake for whole nights. Unlike other
books, I do not write impossible stories. I interpret
what I live every day. Here you will find only so much
human flesh, hard or wet meat exactly like yours and
mine Did I intrigue you? Would you like to know
more? This box set includes my craziest collection of
true sex stories. In this package I wanted to put all my
passion and my curiosity Which in the last 10 years
have led me to make the most incredible sexual
adventures (alone or with my husband). This bundle
will lead you to better sexual experiences with your
partner(s) and overall, with your body. Included in this
book collection are: 1) Raunchy Sex Stories 2) Dirty
Talk Get now your copy and get inspired by my sex
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stories, Love yourself and take the time to enjoy it
you deserve it! Scroll Up and click the Buy Now
button! .

Imprint
Discover 14 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian
sexual adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at
first sight, insatiable cravings and surprising sexual
encounters filled with suspense and burning with
desire.

Lesbian Adventures (volume 8)
New York Times bestselling author Virginia Henley
weaves an enchanting tale of passion and intrigue in
England's Golden Age-where a woman's reckless
search for adventure leads her to the man destined to
claim her Catherine Seton Spencer, a young maiden
of Queen Elizabeth's court, is cursed with
impulsiveness. When she meets Patrick Hepburn,
who's visiting the court after a tour of duty patrolling
the Scottish borderlands, Cat thinks he's an arrogant
brute-and Patrick thinks Cat's a spoiled shrew.
Divided by loyalties and society, but bound by desire
that drives them into each other's arms, Cat and
Patrick find themselves in an intricate web of deceit
and danger that threatens to topple the throne-and
tear the lovers apart.

Insatiable
Discover 14 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian
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sexual adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at
first sight, insatiable cravings and surprising sexual
encounters filled with suspense and burning with
desire.

Insatiable
The Romance of Lust is a provocative, sexually
explicit erotic novel from the Victorian era. Banned
around the world, this famous adult text was
published anonymously in 4 volumes from 1873 1876.Join Charlie on his erotic adventures of his
emerging sexuality.With his large penis and equally
insatiable sexual appetite, Charlie enjoys sexual
encounters including homosexuality, sodomy, group
orgies, double penetration, masturbation, flagellation
(spanking), fellatio, cunnilingus and incest. The
depiction of a wide variety of sexual practices has
made the Romance of Lust a highly regarded work of
erotic fiction.Beautifully illustrated with full page
vintage erotica pictures and sexually explicit art
paintings, The Romance of Lust is a must read book of
classic erotic literature."In an instant I was
unbuttoned and had my trousers down, and was
between her legs almost before she had concluded
her sentence. The excitement of my caresses had
moistened her juicy cunt, and the head of my prick
entered without any difficulty. I gradually made my
way up to its utmost limits. Here I stopped, leaving it
sheathed up to the root, and making it throb from
instant to instant. Then seeking my loved Miss
Evelyn's mouth, our lips and tongues met. Her arms
round my waist became tighter in their embrace. The
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delicious folds of her luscious juicy quim began to
throb and press on my excited member. Allowing her
to become thoroughly excited, I waited until she
actually quite unexpectedly yielded down her nature,
and spent profusely, to the exquisite pleasure of my
saturated organ.""With abandon we both sank in the
death-like ecstasies of the delicious melting away in
all the luxury of contented and voluptuous
discharges."

The Erotic Adventures of Amy and Troy
Lexi's real erotic adventures and darkest fantasies
come to life in this provocative collection of erotic
short stories. Mating Season lures you into the depths
of the obscene as you read Lexi's favorite tales of
daring group play, sapphic seduction and kinky BDSM.
Join a cast of shameless characters on their pursuits
to satisfy their decadent appetites for pleasure.
Welcome to Lexi's playground, where it's always
Mating Season. This collection is designed to seduce
you, from Lexi's lighter stories in the beginning to the
more salacious as you progress through the book.
Using raw language, Lexi pulls you deeper into her
Lexual world with each graphic sex scene. Journey
into Lexi's playground, where sexuality is celebrated
by curious newbies and erotic adventurers, voyeurs
and exhibitionists, masters and slaves - and every
kinkster in between. A world where desire is fluid, the
dynamics between dominants and submissives are
healthy and orgasms are aplenty. Read along as each
sexy, insatiable character takes a personal journey to
fulfilling their desires and exploring their Lexuality.
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Turn the pages of Mating Season and transport
yourself from the bedroom to a naturist village in
France or a sex club in Amsterdam's Red Light
District. Are you ready to get Lexual? Stories in
Mating Season Trick Shot Competitive pool players
Kaila and Max head to the final table of a high-stakes
tournament. Their immediate attraction sparks an
extra sense of rivalry, but their game leaves much to
be desired and both of them wanting more. Heated
Debate University senior and honors student Danielle
has been lusting after her young and sexy Professor
Davis for weeks. She can't say no when Davis offers
her a coveted spot on the Debate team. Accidental
Voyeur While repairing the wealthy Watsons' AC unit,
LA handyman Luca is shocked to see a naked woman
masturbating in front of her window and even more
surprised when she invites him inside to join her for a
fix of her own. Morgan's First Taste Morgan realizes
that she's bisexual because she's infatuated with her
sexy roommate, Denise, but she's afraid to make the
first move. A big surprise awaits for Morgan when she
returns home one afternoon and catches Denise
naked in the kitchen with her lover. Obscure Jade's
happy in her polyamorous relationship with Nick.
She's moved on from Damien - or so she thought. Is
their intense, nostalgic reunion a chance for her to
get the closure she's always wanted after ten years,
or will this reopen old wounds? Submission An ultrashort and vivid erotic "Quickie" that introduces you to
the darker stories in Mating Season, Submission
explores the inextricable connection between a
submissive and their dominant. Obedience Mila
witnesses a live flogging demonstration at a sexuality
conference and is drawn to Landon, the dominant
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man holding the flogger. Their instant connection
inspires her into the ultimate submission. Release At a
naturist resort in Cap d'Agde, kinky slave Zoe and her
Master Javier play out an exhibitionistic, sadistic
public scene in front of a crowd of voyeurs. A sexy
couple approaches them to play. Can Zoe handle the
torment and be a good slave, or will she disobey her
Master? Succubus Sent by Lucifer to draw power from
a strong mortal man's life source, a demon ascends to
Earth as a pleasure-seeking succubus. No one's
counting on a surprise visit by Lucifer that could
forever change the demon's purpose, and that of
Heaven, Hell and Earth. The Secret Passage In search
of adventure and sexual discovery in Amsterdam, Ivy
and her friend-with-benefits Tristan unexpectedly
meet with a mysterious woman and go deep
underground into a surprising series of salacious
events.

The Romance of Lust (illustrated)
Ten tantalizing tales from a talented voice in erotic
fiction, each with a twist. Whether it's enchanted sex
toys, alien enticements, or Viagra addicts, these
stories explore the outer limits of eroticism. A
dominatrix with a discipline problem. A nervous virgin
tempted by an unearthly sacrifice. Lust-crazed Viagra
addicts. A seductive serial killer. A sexual psychic who
can foresee other people's erotic adventures. And a
street cop hooked on alien ecstasy The sensual men
and women in this sizzling collection are all in search
of the ultimate sexual high. No plain vanilla sex here;
driven by insatiable desires, they push their bodies
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and souls to the limits, exploring the outer reaches of
eroticism. From arcane sexual rituals to the heights of
Hollywood decadence, Deep Inside: Extreme Erotic
Fantasies breaks every taboo as it takes you inside
the throbbing flesh and twisted urges of the kinky, the
depraved, and the supernatural. Turn down the lights
and enter a new realm of exotic and forbidden
pleasures. At the Publisher's request, this title is being
sold without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.

Lesbian Adventures (volume 9)
Discover 12 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian
sexual adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at
first sight, insatiable cravings and surprising sexual
encounters filled with suspense and burning with
desire.

GOODBYE YAMAGUCHI
Dying to Live
Discover 3 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual
adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at first sight,
insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters
filled with suspense and burning with desire.

Dirty Sexy Games
Combining the mouth-watering memoir of Gael
Greene's decades as food critic for New York
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magazine with her intimate revelations of bedding the
likes of Elvis, Clint Eastwood and Burt Reynolds, this is
a feast for the senses and an aphrodisiac for the soul.

Lesbian Adventures (vol 14)
Lesbian Adventures (volume 5)
Harper Samsa never expected to find a mate working
at his company, especially since he’s too smart to
date his female employees. But all his notions about
employer and employee relationships flies out the
window when his scent leads him to a young newly
hired female, and there just happens to be a full
moon on that night. Rachel Le Grand spent her life
around animals and she recognizes an Alpha
predatory male when she sees one, and she’s
determined not to be his prey, especially if he’s
extraordinarily handsome, and a stunningly masculine
figure who projects arrogance and self-confidence.
Rachel’s attraction to Harper could prove to be
dangerous. Is she willing to take the chance? This is
the final book in the Insatiable Werewolf series. There
are 12 books in this series. “Passion is A Great Love
Story”

Insatiable: A Werewolf's Passion (Urban
Fantasy Lycan Billionaire Werewolf
Romance) Book 11
Discover 3 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual
adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at first sight,
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insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters
filled with suspense and burning with desire.

Lesbian Adventures (volume 7)
Discover 13 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian
sexual adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at
first sight, insatiable cravings and surprising sexual
encounters filled with suspense and burning with
desire.

Insatiable
The Sam Gunn Omnibus
The Erotic Adventures of Marilyn Snow
Feeling powerfully attracted to her fiancé's best friend
Evan, Crystal struggles to resist their chemistry and
faces an erotically charged, wrenching decision on her
wedding day when Evan confesses that he feels the
same way. By the author of Total Abandon. Original.

Lesbian Adventures (volume 2)
Mary's erotic fantasies will not let you sleep at night.
Her dirty sexy games, together with her friend
Morgan will leave you breathless. If you are ready for
all this, get the book today. Scroll to the top of the
page and select the buy now button. For Adults Only
18+
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Insatiable
Discover 12 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian
sexual adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at
first sight, insatiable cravings and surprising sexual
encounters filled with suspense and burning with
desire.

Lesbian Adventures
Insatiable
The Sexual Perspective
This hot, steamy and short story novel follows its
main character Marilyn Snow as she travels to various
locations around the world in search of a cure for her
insatiable sexual appetite. Will she play it safe? or will
she take on more than her body can handle?

Lesbian Adventures (volume 6)
Mating Season: Erotic Short Stories
Discover 7 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian sexual
adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at first sight,
insatiable cravings and surprising sexual encounters
filled with suspense and burning with desire.
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The Latin Love Elegy
Troy and Amy were meant for each other, but fate
had different plans… Join the erotic adventures of
Amy and Troy as they make their way in the world.
True love reigns, but fate continually throws the
young couple into the arms of others. The titillating
quickies are written from both Troy and Amy’s point
of view so you get it both ways.

The Insatiable Earl
Explicit Erotic Sex Stories
Cherri, a thirty-something wife and mother of two
teen daughters, goes out with her best friend to a
popular singles nightclub. Their girls' night out turns
deadly when they meet some dangerous predators.
As Cherri and her friend leave the club, they are
attacked. Cherri is left to die in a dark alley, while her
friend is abducted and later found murdered. Cherri
wakes up in the hospital with vague memories of a
mysterious stranger who appeared beside her as she
lay dying of her wounds. But her miraculous survival
has dark consequences. The stranger she remembers
was not human, and the help Adrian offers her is a
dark gift. Cherri is horrified to discover that she is now
immortal. How can she possibly go back to her old
life, and how will her family react to such a shocking
revelation? With Adrian's help, Cherri learns to accept
and live a new existence, while still holding her old
life together. She has a shaky marriage to repair,
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daughters to nurture, a friend to grieve, a business to
run, and a growing attraction to Adrian. She
desperately wants to keep her transformation a
secret, but secrets have a way of coming out.

Lesbian Adventures (vol 19)
Discover 12 thrilling erotic stories of first lesbian
sexual adventures.Unexpected encounters, love at
first sight, insatiable cravings and surprising sexual
encounters filled with suspense and burning with
desire.

Lesbian Adventures (volume 3)
Philip Roth is widely acknowledged as one of the
twentieth century's most prolific and acclaimed
writers. Roth's first novel, Goodbye, Columbus (1959),
received the National Book Award, and he followed
this stunning debut with more than thirty books -earning another National Book Award, two National
Book Critics Circle awards, three PEN/Faulkner
Awards, and the Pulitzer Prize. Throughout his career,
Roth delighted in controversy but often denied that
he sought a role as a public intellectual. His
statements and vigorous support of suppressed
writers in communist Czechoslovakia, however, tell a
different story. In A Political Companion to Philip Roth,
established and rising scholars explore the myriad
political themes in the author's work. Several of the
contributors examine Roth's writings on Jewish
identity, Zionism, and American attitudes toward
Israel, as well as the influence of his work in other
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countries. Others investigate Roth's articulation of the
roles of gender and sexuality in US culture. This
interdisciplinary examination offers a more complete
portrait of Roth as a public intellectual and cultural
icon. Not only will it fill a gap in scholarship, but it will
also provide a broader perspective on the nature and
purpose of the acclaimed writer's political thought.

Deep Inside: Extreme Erotic Fantasies
With tensions between the Federation and Imperial
'Verses rising, one woman may hold the key to
victory. The dangerous mission to smuggle her out of
Imperial Territory falls to Daniel Haws and his team,
The ultrasecret Phantom Corps. This elite squad of the
Federation Military Corps is the only one trusted and
skilled enough to remove her from under the watchful
eye of her father, the Supreme Commander of the
Imperial 'Verses. Carina is used to wearing a mask.
Her father and his men think her little more than a
pretty prixe to be won by a man more ruthless that
the rest. When her father announces his intention to
marry her to one of his henchmen-a man known for
his cruelty- Carina knows she has to act as soon as
possible to get away. But getting secret information
to the Federation has served her well for years, and
she appeals to them for help. She expected rescue
from a man who'd been her enemy. But she wasn't
prepared for how intense her attraction to Daniel
Haws would be. Born as adversaries into different
ranks, and now on the run for their lives, they need
each other to survive-by holding on to the only thing
they have in common: a growing desire that is
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dangerous, irresistible and insatiable . . . Praise for
Relentless 'Dane delivers again!' Megan Hart
'Smoking . . . I couldn't turn the pages fast enough!'
Jaci Burton

Return To Me
‘Today as I was leaving home, I saw a guy in the
street. Just by exchanging glances, we decided to
make love.’ Valerie Tasso is an unashamedly
promiscuous French woman who becomes a highclass prostitute in Madrid. This is her story, told in
riveting and explicit detail. From sex in a graveyard,
to unusual acts with coca-cola bottles, she explores
every fetish with joyful abandon. In the tradition of
Belle du Jour and The Sexual Life of Catherine M,
Valerie Tasso's memoir is an addictive tale of passion
and promiscuity.

The Old Ship
The Midnight Man It's been years since bad boy Simon
Riley hopped a freight train out of town and Ellen
Kent's given up wondering what happened to him.
Running a successful bed and breakfast in Oregon
doesn't leave her a lot of time for fantasizing about
midnight kisses and secret passion. . .until an
unexpected visitor knocks on her door. Simon is back.
She had no idea that he was a famous
photojournalist, working in war zones around the
world. But the man is everything she wants in a
lover--and more. . . The Midnight Hour Dogged by
trouble, Simon swore he'd never return to this
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backwater town, even to see El Kent. But he had to
investigate his uncle's sudden death--and El's lush
beauty still tempts him beyond belief. He knows he
can satisfy her most hidden desire--and he's hungry
for the sensual tenderness that only she can give. The
last thing Simon would ever do is hurt El, but
someone is forcing his hand. Someone who will stop
at nothing to keep the past dead and buried--even if
means silencing the woman Simon loves. . .

The Video Tape & Disc Guide to Home
Entertainment
Alison is a normal, gorgeous, early-thirties woman
with a hobby?sex. Wearing a strap-on vibrator with a
remote control, she jills-off in a park, leading to her
first lesbian seduction, anonymous sex with a wellhung guy in a forest glen, and a traffic stop that ends
in a cheap motel (book 1). In book 2, our hero makes
seven horny steelworkers very happy on a busted
pool table in the back of a bar. Book 3 features a
weekend of sex (private and public) with Alison?s new
lesbian lover. Now you can read about Alison in one,
30,000-word-plus volume of her explicit, nonstop
sexual adventures.ÿ

Insatiable
Short sexual stories with varying illustrators.

Insatiable
THE IRREPRESSIBLE SAM GUNN A hero without peer
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or scruples, Sam Gunn has a nose for trouble, money,
and women—though not necessarily in that order. A
man with the ego (and stature) of a Napoleon, the
business acumen of a P. T. Barnum, and the raging
hormones of a teenage boy, Sam is the finest
astronaut NASA ever trainedand dumped. But more
than money, more than women, Sam Gunn loves
justice. (And he really does love money and women.)
Whether he's suing the Pope, helping twin sisters
entangled in the "virtual sex" trade, or on trial for his
life on charges of interplanetary genocide, you can be
sure of one thing: this is one space jockey who'll meet
every challenge with a smile on his lips, an ace up his
sleeveand a weapon in his pocket. Now, for the first
time between covers, Hugo-winner Ben Bova presents
all the tales of Sam Gunn to date, including three
never before collected in book form. Here is the entire
chronicle of Sam Gunn, trailblazer and scoundrel, as
he scams his way from one end of the Solar System to
the other, giving bold new meaning to the term
"venture capitalist." At the Publisher's request, this
title is being sold without Digital Rights Management
Software (DRM) applied.
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